
 

History of Living Smart 
 

In May 2002, The Meeting Place Community Centre saw a need for a sustainability 

education program in Fremantle after interest expressed by local residents. They 
approached the City of Fremantle to look at the best way it could be achieved, wanting a 

program specifically tailored for the port city. 

At the same time, environmental science researchers at Murdoch University came to the 
City of Fremantle, looking at developing a household program that would test different 

techniques for changing environmental behaviour – an area that has been the subject of 
research for many years. 

The Meeting Place Community Centre, Murdoch University and the City of Fremantle 

jointly agreed to work on a holistic course covering all facets of sustainable living. 

Instigating actual changes in behaviour was imperative, so goal-setting techniques 
researched at Murdoch University were incorporated as a key element, to be taught as a 

life skill. 

In November 2002, the Southern Metropolitan Regional Council joined the Living Smart 
Steering Committee to support extension of the program to new centres and groups in 

the surrounding region. For the SMRC, Living Smart would in part meet their regional 
goal of residential greenhouse abatement. 

Partnerships have been and will continue to be a crucial component of Living Smart. The 

program itself is the product of one and our success speaks of its value. Similarly the 
delivery of Living Smart in new communities will be most effective if delivered through a 

partnership. 

In 2011 the Founders of Living Smart agreed at the request of the Living Smart 
community to become an independent, incorporated, non-profit organization. This was 

the start of Be Living Smart Inc. which is now represented by a volunteer Board, 
other volunteers and active facilitators plus a part time paid coordinator. 

In 2012 Be Living Smart was awarded a LotteryWest grant to fund the expansion of 

Living Smart courses into regional WA. 

In 2017 South Australia joined as Living Smart partners through their government NRM 
board for the Adelaide region known as Adelaide and Mt Lofty Ranges Natural 

Resources. After a trial year, the Adelaide team took on fully coordinating course 
delivery in SA. 

In 2019 the Be Living Smart Board proposed to wind up the incorporated association. In 

June 2019 a Special meeting of the membership agreed, with final operations from Be 
Living Smart due to end in early October 2019. The reasons were principally dwindling 



revenue and the conclusion that the current organisational structure is hindering rather 

than helping Living Smart adapt and diversify in a changing market.  

A group of active WA facilitators came together to guide Living Smart program into a 
new chapter with administration and delivery now directly through these facilitator and a 

fresh simple website supporting this. 
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